
Autumn Twilight 
9903-WSC MG 
UPC: 844375014145
Wall Sconce

Fixture Finish: Mystic Gold

Glass/Shade Finish: 

Materials: Steel, Crystal NA

Fixture Width: 6.5” 16.51cm

Fixture Height: 14” 35.56cm

Fixture Extension 10” 25.4cm

Glass Diameter: 

Glass Height: 

Canopy/Backplate: 5.5”W x 9.5”H x 1”E 13.97cmW x 24.13cmH x 2.54cmE

Chain: NA NA

Rod: NA NA

Wire: 8’’ 20.32cm

Bulb Type: Incandescent, Type B

Wattage: 3 x 60W(C)

Voltage: 120

Install Position: Not Reversible - Down Only

Approved Location: Dry Location

Sloped Ceiling: No

ADA: No

Close-to-ceiling: No

Bulbs Included: No

Dimmable: Yes

Dimensions and specifications are approximate and based on the most current information possible at the time of publication. Golden Lighting reserves the right to make design changes and modifications 
without prior notice. Golden Lighting products are UL/CUL approved. Unless otherwise noted as pending, Wattages stated are the maximum recommended; however, lower wattages may be used. Bulbs 
are not included unless otherwise noted. Larger fixtures may require reinforced outlet boxes and additional support. Receipt or possession of these materials does not constitute an agreement to sell.
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Like dewdrops under a forest canopy, Golden Lighting’s Autumn 
Twilight collection displays glistening glass beads that cascade from 
organic leaves and branches. This nod to nature gets a modern 
twist with a Mystic Gold finish making it a natural in contemporary 
settings. Candelabra bulbs provide an inner source of illumination 
that causes the light to sparkle and reflect playfully off the countless 
gleaming surfaces sparking both curiosity and conversation. With 
faceted crystals, this wall sconce is an eye-catching accent that 
can be hung individually or as a set.

• Incandescent bulbs provide an inner source of illumination
• Cascading, faceted crystal beads and leaves glisten when lit to romantically diffuse the light
• Crystal beads and leaves are amber-tinted
• Mystic Gold finish features layers of antiquing


